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The 2020 Valentino eyewear campaign explores  the concepts  of time and space. Image credit:

 
By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

Italian fashion house Valentino is parading its eyewear collection in an ethereal campaign inspired by the senses.

Directed by Vitali Gelwich, the campaign film features three models wearing three unique styles of sunglasses. A
mystical and detached female voice narrates the short.

Space and time
The airy film follows three women running through a field, with striking images of ocean waves and flames intercut.
In other scenes, they are picnicking or riding in trucks.

"The universe, its  spatial size is unknown," the narrator says. "Four elements binding us together: air, water, earth,
fire."

2020 Valentino Eyewear campaign

As darkness falls, the models each pose in dark lighting as their faces and eyewear are accentuated by bright flashes
of color. The eyewear collection features Vlogo Signature sunglasses with round, square and octagonal frames.

"What does space contain now?" the narrator asks. "How does space feel?

The philosophical campaign is a departure from Valentino's 2019 eyewear campaign.

Last summer, Valentino flaunted its eyewear in a short depicting an impromptu dance party at Paris' Place Vendme.

A short film followed four women who receive a pair of sunglasses and directions to join a flash mob at the
landmark. With this campaign, Valentino leveraged an eye-catching spectacle from the real world to get consumers'
attention in social media (see story).
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